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Though long a subject of scholarly interest outside of healthcare,1,2 attention to safety climate within healthcare began in earnest following the report by the Institute of Medicine: To Err is Human. Accomplishments of the growing body of literature on safety climate in healthcare include developing and validating a number of comprehensive measures of safety climate3–5; linking safety climate to a wide range of patient outcomes, such as patient safety indicators,6,7 rates of hospital readmission,8 and medication and other errors9,10; and identifying leader and organisational practices that influence safety climate, such as Leadership WalkRounds11 and multifaceted interventions.12 This body of research has also impacted practice. For example, bolstered by a Joint Commission accreditation requirement, most hospitals now participate in regular efforts to survey and benchmark their safety climate.13

The two papers on safety climate in this issue represent additional contributions to this literature.14,15 At the same time, they provide an opportunity to reflect on the nature of safety climate research, what scholars have already accomplished, and what additional research is needed now, in light of the chasm yet to be crossed.16,17 In this commentary, we describe what we see as the key contributions of these papers and use them as an occasion to take stock of the state of safety climate research. We then identify lingering conceptual and empirical challenges and suggest several strategies for resolving them and advancing the field.

The review of safety climate interventions by Morello and colleagues14 highlights that present enthusiasm for interventions outstrips the evidence supporting them. These authors found minimal effects from the interventions they studied. Moreover, very few studies examined interventions in comparison with a control group. These findings highlight two critical issues for researchers and practitioners. First, the authors note that, ‘hospitals had underestimated the resource and organisational support required to make the patient safety initiatives work and achieve culture and practice change’. One implication is that delivery system interventions differ from clinical interventions in that they are context and implementation dependent.18–20

Implementing organisational interventions is not a matter of taking a pill or flipping a switch, and they must not be treated as such. That is, organisational interventions are not inherently effective or ineffective. They require attention to behavioural and relational implications of the change and sustained, dedicated commitment of personnel and other resources. In other words, context and implementation are essential to the success of any organisational intervention.

Second, although the safety climate literature would certainly benefit from more studies with rigorous research designs to adequately assess improvement, we argue that ‘gold standard’ evidence in health sciences (ie, randomised clinical trials) may not be as useful to organisational interventions. Organisational interventions are effective precisely because of their complex interactions with contextual and implementation factors. For this reason, stripping away context in a randomised field experiment to determine whether an intervention is effective may make studies less relevant to practitioners than information about why and under what conditions the intervention worked. Instead, we need to pursue more nuanced questions. What can the organisation do to increase the likelihood that the intervention will succeed? What mechanisms explain the effect of the intervention on safety climate?

Understanding the factors that are likely to undermine or inhibit the success of an
intervention is also critically important. For example, existing evidence on the widely advocated Leadership WalkRounds suggests that perceptions of safety climate improve for individuals directly exposed to executives on rounds\textsuperscript{11} and with intensive programmes.\textsuperscript{21} These findings suggest important opportunities for better understanding how and when such interventions may influence safety climate. Specifically, what differentiates organisations that sustained Leadership WalkRounds from those that abandoned it? Why does the efficacy of rounds vary across units ostensibly implementing the same protocol? Under what conditions do the effects of rounds spill over to caregivers not directly exposed to them? In other words, in order to translate organisational research into practice requires a deeper understanding of the context in which the intervention occurred and how it affects those on the front line. A richer rendering of context and implementation may require quantitatively examining more complex relationships among an intervention and contextual factors (ie, interaction effects) or rigorous qualitative research, which Morello and colleagues found woefully lacking in the literature to date.\textsuperscript{14}

A study of nurses and physicians in two Swiss and 10 US hospitals by Schwendimann and colleagues\textsuperscript{15} found that differences in safety climate were greater within hospitals than across hospitals or even across countries. This research builds on prior work which finds that safety climate rarely coheres at the organisational level and that there are significant differences within hospitals across hierarchical levels,\textsuperscript{22–24} work areas,\textsuperscript{25 26} and professional disciplines.\textsuperscript{27–29} The findings by Schwendimann et al\textsuperscript{15} reaffirm the more general point that shared climates rarely emerge in organisations like hospitals without explicit and consistent effort to foster them. They are ‘loosely coupled’ organisations in that their constituent parts work fairly independently.\textsuperscript{30} Loose coupling is problematic for building an organisational safety climate in two ways. First, although healthcare units may operate largely independently, it is their combined product that determines a patient’s care while hospitalised. Thus, it is the aggregation of unit-level subcultures that matters for patient safety.\textsuperscript{6} Second, adverse events often occur as a result of communication failures at the boundaries between unit, roles and hierarchical levels.\textsuperscript{31} Ignoring the organisational level could obscure the most difficult problems that pose the greatest threat to patient safety.\textsuperscript{32} In other words, although Schweidmann and colleagues suggest that targeting interventions at the unit level is most appropriate, we need to balance this focus with organisation-level studies and interventions. For instance, future research could examine the effects of task interdependence (ie, coupling) on safety climate within and across units.

At the same time, studies of safety climate in healthcare should investigate the factors that affect agreement among employees about safety climate, that is, its strength,\textsuperscript{33} and about dimensions of safety climate, that is, its profile\textsuperscript{34} as well as its level. We suspect that organisational and leader practices that give rise to a strong safety climate or learning-oriented profile within a unit can also help improve safety climate for the organisation as a whole.

The finding of unit-level differences in safety climate by Schwendimann et al\textsuperscript{15} suggests the importance of examining variation in unit manager behaviours and skills. Specifically, changing how managers interact with employees to make them more inclusive, that is, solicitous of their ideas,\textsuperscript{35} or more committed to their employees’ welfare \textsuperscript{6} should improve leader-member exchange, that is, the quality of relationships between managers and subordinates, and, in turn, safety climate.\textsuperscript{36} Alternatively, studies might look at the effects of training managers in quality improvement or human factors on the level, strength and profile of safety climate in a unit and organisation. Whether leadership behaviours substitute for or enhance other practices influencing safety climate also merits empirical research.

In addition, we need studies that explore how the interventions that improve safety climate in one unit can be spread across units and come to characterise a hospital. Research is also needed to identify organisational mechanisms that foster a hospital-level safety climate. Prior studies of safety transformation highlight the important role of a visionary leader or leaders and the disciplined implementation of a specific protocol such as checklists for central line infections\textsuperscript{38} or method such as the Toyota Production System.\textsuperscript{39} These provide a good starting point for future research. Discovering mechanisms that enhance organisation and even system-wide safety climate will become increasingly important as developing Accountable Care Organisations in the USA requires better integration and safer care across the entire care continuum.

The paper by Schwendimann et al\textsuperscript{15} also identifies differences across dimensions of safety climate. This raises the question of whether safety climate is represented well by the proliferation of dimensions included in instruments measuring ‘safety climate’. Originally safety climate referred to the extent to which an organisation or unit rewards, values, and supports safety\textsuperscript{1} and focused on how the leaders’ patterns of interactions with frontline workers shape frontline perceptions and guides behaviour.\textsuperscript{40} Consequently, safety climate measurement focused on the attention paid to safety, relative priority given to safety over competing objectives, and safety information shared across the organisation. Subsequently, safety climate measures have expanded in ways that arguably dilute this domain, with dimensions like job demands and teamwork that could arguably be considered antecedents or outcomes rather than
components of safety climate. In fact, safety climate first emerged as a corrective to the sprawling literature on organisational climate, which became irrelevant because it was so inclusive and failed to prune related, but distinct, constructs.

Recognising this problem suggests two strategies for future research: (1) develop and test models that conceptually integrate the varying aspects of safety climate, and (2) test the complex interactions among components of safety climate. As an example of the former, Vogus and colleagues suggest that safety culture is a function of a set of interrelated and recursive processes of enabling (leader actions to emphasise safety), enacting (front line actions to surface and resolve threats to safety), and elaborating (systematically reflecting on and learning from performance). One recent study provides initial support for the enabling-enacting-elaborating model. Testing interactions among components of safety climate, like safety priority, safety procedures, and safety communication, and their effects on performance is an example of the latter. How safety climate surveys are deployed and the effects of utilising them also merit further research. Studies should examine the impact of administering safety climate surveys on safety climate. Research on social information processing suggests that what an organisation measures through employee surveys becomes socially validated and influences behaviour. Morello and colleagues corroborate this research when they suggest ‘survey tool administration alone may have a positive impact on safety climate as it may increase staff awareness about positive culture and patient safety, enticing cultural change’. However, we also need detailed qualitative investigations of how organisations use safety climate surveys as a tool for learning and change as well as the conditions under which these surveys can catalyse change. Lastly, researchers could increase the impact of safety climate surveys by making them as parsimonious as possible. Shorter surveys would facilitate more widespread adoption and make them easier to interpret and act upon.

The two papers about safety climate in this issue provide the occasion to reassess and redirect research on safety climate. We recommend greater attention to organisational context and implementation of interventions, leader behaviours and practices, and qualitative and quantitative investigations of how and under what conditions unit level climates can spread throughout an organisation. We also suggest rethinking the scope of the safety climate construct. Returning to a narrower definition, integrating disparate elements of climate into theoretically grounded models, and more rigorous testing of interaction effects will avoid the diluting effects of over inclusiveness and facilitate the demonstration of important relationships and effects. Lastly, we suggest closer inspection of how the administration of safety climate surveys in practice itself improves safety climate. We believe that such an agenda will preserve safety climate as a vibrant area of research and will enhance its impact on theory and practice.
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